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Abstract

Summary: Simulating realistic clonal dynamics of tumors is an important topic in cancer genom-

ics. Here, we present Phylogeny guided Simulator for Tumor Evolution, a tool that can simulate dif-

ferent types of tumor samples including single sector, multi-sector bulk tumor as well as single-cell

tumor data under a wide range of evolutionary trajectories. Phylogeny guided Simulator for Tumor

Evolution provides an efficient tool for understanding clonal evolution of cancer.

Availability and implementation: PSiTE is implemented in Python and is available at https://github.

com/hchyang/PSiTE.

Contact: zhaiww1@gis.a-star.edu.sg

Supplementary information: Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.

1 Introduction

Tumors are often a mixture of multiple cell populations (i.e. clones)

(Andor et al., 2016; Jamal-Hanjani et al., 2017). Understanding tumor

heterogeneity and performing clonal decomposition of tumors have be-

come a very important topic for the field (Schwartz and Schäffer, 2017).

Despite rapid progress, realistic simulators of tumor evolution that can

help benchmarking clonal decomposition methods are still lacking.

Currently, there are two main kinds of tumor simulators. One

type of simulators focus on simulating tumor sequencing data

through adding synthetic mutations to BAM files (Ewing et al.,

2015; Samadian et al., 2017) or mixing sequencing reads from nor-

mal and tumor genomes (Mu et al., 2015). Even though explicitly

mixing different clones with user-specified parameters is possible in

more recent packages (Ivakhno et al., 2017; Nabavi, 2018; Qin

et al., 2015), the evolutionary relationship of these clones has to be

specified apriori and can be quite subjective.

The other type of simulators focuses only on simulating the clo-

nal relationship of the tumor population. Both forward simulators

based on branching processes (Chowell et al., 2018) and coalescent

simulators (Beerenwinkel et al., 2015) can be used to simulate popu-

lation dynamics of cancer cells. Even though they can simulate a

broad range of evolutionary histories of tumor evolution, this type

of simulators cannot generate sequencing data of tumor. In order to

leverage the strength of both of these two types of simulators, we

developed Phylogeny guided Simulator for Tumor Evolution

(PSiTE), a flexible tool that can simulate next-generation sequencing

data of single, multi-sector bulk tumor samples and single-cell tumor

samples under a wide variety of evolutionary histories.

2 Results

2.1 Overview of PSiTE and its core module phylovar
PSiTE takes advantage of the second kind of tumor simulators by

first taking in the phylogenetic relationship of the tumor sample and

then simulating genomes of tumor clones within the sample. These

genomes were subsequently used to simulate next-generation
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sequencing data of the tumor samples. There are six modules in

PSiTE: (i) vcf2fa (producing the germline genome of the cancer pa-

tient), (ii) phylovar (simulating somatic events along the history of

tumor evolution), (iii) chain2fa (producing genomes of individual

tumor clones), (iv) and (v) fa2wgs and fa2wes (generating

whole genome/exome next-generation sequencing data) and (vi) alli-

none (a convenient wrapper combining all the previous five

modules) (Fig. 1). A simple tutorial and evaluation of the computa-

tional performance of PSiTE can be found in the Supplementary

Material.

Given the ancestral relationship (i.e. the phylogenetic tree) of

tumor samples, the core module phylovar simulates both somatic

single nucleotide variants (SNVs) and copy number variants (CNVs,

including aneuploidies) along the evolutionary history of tumor cells

according to a Poisson process with user-specified rate parameters.

The size of a CNV follows either a parametric distribution (e.g. an

exponential distribution) or an empirical distribution specified by

users. In simulating an amplification, PSiTE first ‘copies’ the subtree

beneath the focal branch where the CNV occurs and then continues

simulating mutational events concurrently on both the original and

duplicated subtree (Fig. 1). In the case of deletions, local copy num-

bers are reduced and all previously simulated SNVs in the deleted

segment are removed. This ‘copy-and-edit’ approach allows efficient

joint simulation of SNVs and CNVs (tandem duplications or ran-

domly placed CNVs), in which the phasing information between

SNVs and CNVs can be explicitly simulated and traced.

Fig. 1. The flow chart of PSiTE. Starting from the germline genome of the individual, PSiTE utilizes vcf2fa, phylovar, chain2fa, fa2wgs and fa2wes simulating mul-

tiple tumor clones in a patient cancer (see main text as well as the PSiTE manual). Aside from these five basic modules, PSiTE also provides a convenient wrapper

allinone (module 6), which runs all the simulation steps in one command
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2.2 Tree pruning and multiple tumor data types
Since many somatic variants are only present in a small proportion

of samples and are often undetectable by sequencing (Wang et al.,

2013), phylovar allows users to prune the tree at varying frequency

cutoffs prior to simulating mutational events (see PSiTE manual for

details, Fig. 1). Tree pruning allows PSiTE to greatly increase the

computational efficiency of the simulation.

PSiTE utilizes existing sequence simulators to obtain short reads

from normal and tumor genomes. For whole genome sequencing

data, PSiTE employs ART (Huang et al., 2012) as the short-read

generator. For whole exome sequencing data, two simulators are

available, namely Wessim (Kim et al., 2013) and CapGem, a hybrid

simulator created by us that combines Wessim and Capsim (Cao

et al., 2018). As single-cell and multi-sector data become increasing-

ly popular for surveying tumor heterogeneity (Shapiro et al., 2013),

PSiTE also allows users to generate mutational profiles and short

reads of multiple sectors or single-cell data. The multi-sector data

are implemented by incorporating an affiliation file which records

the membership relation between tumor cells and tumor sectors.

After simulating multiple tumor clones, short reads will be distrib-

uted across sectors according to the membership relation and their

respective frequencies.

2.3 Detailed output empowering the benchmarking of

clonal decomposition methods
One strength of PSiTE is that it can output very detailed information

about the history of tumor evolution. In addition to files recording

true frequencies of SNVs and CNVs, PSiTE also outputs a phylogen-

etic tree in the NHX format where the mutational information is

recorded along the evolutionary history (Zmasek and Eddy, 2001).

Together with the affiliation file, users can examine in fine details at

different parts of the evolutionary history and inspect the genomic

profile of subclones at any scale (down to single-cell resolution). In

addition, PSiTE also provide a simple version where users can direct-

ly simulate the input files for clonal decomposition methods without

simulating the raw sequencing data (see Supplementary Material).

Therefore, PSiTE provides a powerful means to benchmark clonal

decomposition methods.

3 Conclusions

In summary, we have developed PSiTE, which can generate realis-

tic tumor samples with complex evolutionary histories. Despite a

few potential limitations including limited mutational types and

imperfect single-cell data, the simulated datasets can provide gold

standard benchmarks for clonal decomposition methods, as well

as other tools (e.g. variant caller) in studying tumor heterogeneity

and evolution (see Supplementary Material for a discussion and

demo).
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